
Bill Kiely
Expert Witness

Vehicle Transportation



Transport and Mobility Solutions

For the past 15 years I have been practicing as an Expert Witness, 
specifically in the personal transport sector. I am regarded as one 

of the top Expert Witnesses within the adapted automotive industry 
in the country. I accept instructions from a variety of solicitors 

including recommendations from Barristers and Queens Counsel, 
where clients have suffered personal injury through road traffic 

accident or accidents at work and in many areas of clinical 
negligence. 



Topics for Today...........



Developments in Fuel Technology

The Impact on Personal Transportation

And

Cost Implications 





Diesel
Petrol
Hybrid

All Electric

Garlic Bread..............

What Is The Future?



The Future

How is new vehicle technology going to affect you 
and your Clients?



Post 2007 Diesel engine production has been 
reduced with the advancement of both 
Hybrid Engines and the development of 

All Electric cars. 



6% of Diesel engines are personal vehicles. 



Alternative Fuel Sources

Are they all the same and what are the Pros and Cons?

Diesel..... Great for MPG but bad for the environment 
Petrol....... Higher Co2 bad for the environment

Hybrid..... alternative fuel 50/50 battery/fossil fuel
Therefore bad for the environment

All Electric.... vehicle costs are currently 50% to 100%
More expensive than petroleum or Diesel engine cars

Lack of a good infrastructure 



Are Electric Vehicles The Future?
Internationally it’s how we all must go..

(I seem to remember being told to go Diesel too)

So what is the impact of going All Electric?

Cost : Insurance
Infrastructure

Training
Charging

Space
Duty

Usage, breakdown and recovery
Residual Values



There is a significant difference in the cost of insuring 
a ‘standard’ car and an EV

Premiums are there or there abouts
However look at the excess charges

£1000.00 for a windscreen 
£2500 to £5000 for accidental damage 

Insurance



Example: Standard Golf = £18,000
Golf EV = £35,000

Initial Cost



Getting better but
will need a lot more to accommodate 

an increase in EV cars in the future

Infrastructure



Charging leads are not yet standardised
Be prepared for multiple connection points

Multiple Energy Suppliers
All with different charging arrangements

Charging



On-road charging at designated
points only

You cannot run a lead from your
house 

over a public path

Space



Currently 47% of the cost of fuel is Duty
This is not yet charged on electricity 

Just Wait..........!!!!

Duty



The administration of keeping an EV
in working order

and available all the time is critical 
and has to be understood 

Running out of electricity is not a
breakdown 

Usage



So here we have a diesel van with a 
petrol generator charging an electric car. 

The future is bright!



There has to be a market for used EVs
Currently with low running costs and
limited availability they are buoyant

However, the consensus is this will
change and be reflected in lower RVs

Residual Values







What will be the affect?
The construction and placement of the batteries makes some

modifications impossible
The weight of the batteries reduces the carrying capacity

This will effect both choice and availability 

Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles



Vehicle Weight + Payload
= 

Range



Weight



WAV What’s the affect on payload?



Range = Fuel Anxiety 



Don’t worry sir, you’re safe with me



WAVs As We Know Them









Without the option of lowering the floor we have 
to go to a larger size

Vehicle Choices 



Larger vehicles could be the only answer 



Summary

Increase in vehicle cost

Reduction in vehicle choice

Additional Administration

Extra Insurance Costs



London
£11.50 per day

+
£24.00 ULEZ

Congestion Charges

Coming to a City near you....



Thank you

Any Questions.......??

Contact: bill.kiely@pmslonline.com
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